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A LACK OF UNIFORMITY, COMPOUNDED, IN IMMIGRATION LAW

Jill E. Family*

The Administrative Procedure Act (APA) is known for bringing standardization to federal agency behavior. The APA’s framework for adjudication, however, is lax and incomplete. It provides standards, but only meaningfully for formal adjudication, and Congress rarely requires agencies to follow the APA’s formal adjudication procedures. The APA, therefore, expressly allows for nonuniform adjudication in that it requires little of the informal adjudication category that makes up the lion’s share of agency adjudication.

This lack of uniformity in adjudication is prominent in immigration law. When federal agencies adjudicate whether to remove (deport) an individual from the United States, those agencies act pursuant to the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) and not the APA. The INA establishes removal adjudication before an immigration judge. The lack of uniformity is compounded in immigration law, however, because most removals are achieved not through the INA’s immigration judge procedures but rather through various diversions from immigration court. These diversions provide fewer procedural protections and deviate from the supposed standard of a hearing before an immigration judge. In practice, there are no centralized, uniform procedures for removal adjudication. The INA theoretically provides a substitute North Star in place of the APA, but in practice the INA’s immigration court procedures only apply to a minority of cases.

This phenomenon in immigration law raises questions about the strength of the APA and the value of uniformity in administrative law. If the APA’s aim was to improve adjudication, it has failed in immigration law. The removal adjudication system is extremely dysfunctional. Removal adjudication does not have the constitutional-like, uniform standards it desperately needs.
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INTRODUCTION

The Administrative Procedure Act (APA), as currently interpreted, approaches adjudication with a split personality. If Congress requires an agency to use the APA’s formal adjudication procedures, then a robust, standard, and uniform set of procedures applies. If Congress fails to trigger formal adjudication and instead allows an agency to follow the APA’s informal adjudication procedures, then a weak gathering of only a few basic features applies. Congress, through statutes separate from the APA, may require more than the APA’s informal adjudication procedures by supplying alternative procedures that are different from the APA’s formal adjudication requirements.

1 Emily S. Bremer, *The Rediscovered Stages of Agency Adjudication*, 99 Wash. U. L. Rev. 377 (2021) (arguing that informal and formal adjudication were intended to be stages of adjudication rather than modes).


4 See Michael Asimow, Admin. Conf. of the U.S., Federal Administrative Adjudication Outside the Administrative Procedure Act 4 (2019). Professor Asimow comprehensively categorized the agency adjudication that takes place pursuant to bespoke direction outside of the APA. His study reveals that removal adjudication is not unique in that its direction does not come from the APA. Under Professor Asimow’s categorization, removal hearings in immigration court belong to a category of agency adjudication he labels “Type B.” Id. at 15–21, 151. As immigration court adjudication has developed, Congress has given it more formal characteristics, despite that it falls under the APA’s informal adjudication category. *Infra* subsection II.A.2. This Article argues that even the more formalistic immigration court proceedings that have developed under the INA are not enough for immigration law. *Infra* Part IV. Neither are the formal adjudication provisions of the APA. *Infra* Part IV. Also, the more formalistic immigration court proceedings in fact only make up a small minority of removal hearings. *Infra* Section II.B. Removal adjudication outside of immigration court falls under Professor Asimow’s “Type C” proceedings. Asimow, *infra*, at 151 n.714.
When Congress veers from formal adjudication, the APA provides only a limited guide because the APA only provides detailed procedures for formal adjudication.\(^5\) Therefore, when Congress creates custom procedures, the only benchmark the APA provides are the formal adjudication requirements. The APA fails to provide a robust norm for informal adjudication.\(^6\) This makes it harder to argue that any agency adjudication system is deviant, at least from a subconstitutional perspective. Because of the disunity in adjudication, Professor Emily Bremer has concluded it is an oversimplification to say that the APA provides uniform standards across the administrative law landscape.\(^7\)

Immigration law provides a major example of the APA’s lack of uniformity in adjudication. The APA’s formal adjudication requirements do not apply to immigration removal adjudication because Congress has taken advantage of the APA’s opt-out feature. Soon after the APA was enacted, Congress made clear that it wanted removal proceedings to follow independent, custom-made procedures.\(^8\) Today, immigration removal procedures still are governed by the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) and not the APA.\(^9\)

The exemption of immigration law from the APA is not surprising, given that immigration regulation was not top of mind when Congress created the APA.\(^10\) The APA was a political compromise to end a battle over the expansion of federal agency power tied to the New Deal. The APA was designed to address concerns over economic regulation. The unique concerns presented by the regulation of humans through immigration law were not top of mind.

Immigration removal adjudication reflects the limits of the APA to direct congressional action related to agencies. While the idea of the APA as quasi constitutional and providing at least the influence of standardized procedures is widespread,\(^11\) the experience of removal adjudication suggests otherwise. From soon after the enactment of the APA, the APA has not governed removal adjudication. Instead, Congress has supplied alternative procedures. Removal adjudication has not fared well under the APA’s sphere of influence.\(^12\) In fact, the removal adjudication system fails to satisfy basic administrative design

---

\(^5\) Bremer, supra note 3, at 1353–54.
\(^6\) Id. at 1401.
\(^7\) See Bremer, supra note 3, at 1353–54.
\(^8\) See infra subsection II.A.1.
\(^9\) See infra subsection II.A.2.
\(^12\) See infra subsection II.A.2 and Section III.B.
process values. No aspect of the APA has forced Congress’ hand to fix removal adjudication, nor does the APA provide a clear alternative path for removal adjudication.

Congress has avoided uniformity in removal adjudication in two major ways. First, Congress has avoided the application of any centralized and uniform procedures in removal adjudication because there are not any for informal adjudication and Congress has not triggered the APA’s formal adjudication requirements. Instead, it has created bespoke procedures for removal adjudication in the INA. Second, Congress has created diversions from the custom immigration judge procedures it established in the INA as the supposed norm for immigration adjudication. Thus, the INA does not demand uniform procedures either. The reality of immigration removal adjudication is that it mostly takes place before frontline border officers with few procedural protections, rather than before an immigration judge in immigration court (the INA norm) or before an Administrative Law Judge (the APA formal adjudication norm).

This compounded lack of uniformity shows how the APA has failed to provide subconstitutional guardrails in removal adjudication. This is disappointing. The need for centralized administrative law principles is especially strong in immigration law because constitutional protections are often limited. The absence of norms for informal adjudication in the APA hits immigration law hard because there is little to measure Congress’ choices against when the Constitution is weak and administrative law principles are minimal. The situation is intensified by the lack of uniformity even under the INA’s procedures. If uniformity matters, there is little of it in removal adjudication.

I. THE APA’S NONUNIFORMITY FEATURE IN ADJUDICATION

The APA contains uniform procedures for formal adjudication, but formal adjudication is rarely required. Formal adjudication has eleven requirements, including a hearing before an Administrative Law Judge who has job protections not afforded to other administrative adjudicators. Formal adjudication is required only if Congress

13 See infra subsection II.A.2.
14 See infra subsection II.A.2.
15 See infra Section II.B.
16 See infra Part III.
18 5 U.S.C. §§ 554, 556, 557 (2018). The eleven requirements of formal adjudication are: (1) “Notice of Legal Authority and Matters of Fact and Law Asserted”; (2) “Oral Evidentiary Hearing Before the Agency or ALJ Who Must Be Impartial”; (3) “Limitations on Adjudicator’s Ex Parte Communications with Parties and Within Agency”; (4) “Availability
uses precise language that triggers it. Because of this tough trigger, most agency adjudication under the APA is subject only to the APA’s informal adjudication procedures. The APA contains only limited requirements for informal adjudication, including the right to be represented by counsel (at private expense), the right to the conclusion of the adjudication within a reasonable time, and the right to prompt notice of a decision with a brief explanation of reasons. That is the extent of the uniform rules for informal adjudication.

The upshot is that the APA itself does not require much of agencies engaged in adjudication if formal adjudication is not triggered. For adjudication, the lack of APA-based requirements for informal adjudication and the high bar to trigger formal adjudication results in a de facto “exceptionalism norm” in agency adjudication. As Professor Bremer has described, because the APA provides little uniformity for informal adjudication and because so much adjudication is informal adjudication under the APA, adjudication governed by principles from outside the APA is the norm. The APA is not providing central principles. In this context, the APA is not providing uniformity, but rather is promoting variation. This calls into question the mythos of the APA as a standardizing force. Not only is it easy for Congress to avoid the APA’s formal adjudication norms, but the APA contains virtually no norms for informal adjudication, which means there is no uniform standard to measure congressional design against.


19 See, e.g., Dominion Energy Brayton Point, LLC v. Johnson, 443 F.3d 12 (1st Cir. 2006).
20 5 U.S.C. § 555 (2018); see also Bremer, supra note 3, at 1401.
21 5 U.S.C. § 555. Other provisions applicable to informal adjudication include the right to use agency subpoena power, the right of interested persons to appear if orderly public business permits, and the right to obtain copies of documents submitted to the agency. Id.
22 Bremer, supra note 3, at 1400–01. For rulemaking, the APA provides for more uniformity in that the APA provides more robust procedures for informal rulemaking than it does for informal adjudication. Id. at 1368. Congress is always free, however, to supply different rulemaking requirements through a statute other than the APA.
23 Id. at 1358, 1410–11.
24 See id. For further discussion of the variety of adjudication structures outside of the APA, see ASIMOW, supra note 4.
25 Eskridge & Ferejohn, supra note 11, at 1901; see also Bremer, supra note 3, at 1411.
26 Bremer, supra note 3, at 1356, 1411.
27 See id. at 1353–54.
The lack of uniformity in adjudication under the APA is the result of political compromise. The APA was enacted in 1946, but that enactment followed legislative efforts that began in the late 1920s and early 1930s. The legislative efforts sought to restrict the growing power of federal agencies. The fight that resulted in the APA has been described as a “pitched political battle for the life of the New Deal.”

Upset by the New Deal’s shift of power to the government to regulate business, advocates pushed for procedural protections. Some advocates saw procedure as a mechanism to control policies that they otherwise could not control. The New Deal was meant to be an engine for social change, and some sought to stop it by gumming up the works of certain administrative agencies.

President Roosevelt in 1940 vetoed one of those pre-APA legislative reform efforts, the Walter-Logan bill. The Walter-Logan bill would have judicialized agency action by demanding trial-like hearings before agency action. This reform would have severely restricted agency action. After President Roosevelt’s veto of the Walter-Logan bill, he tasked the Department of Justice to study federal agencies and to recommend reforms. The Department of Justice ultimately issued a report, but that report did not lead to immediate legislative action due to the onset of World War II.

After the war, administrative law reform returned to the legislative agenda. Policymakers continued to tussle over how much agency power should be restrained (both by Congress and by court review) and whether all agencies should be subject to uniform principles. The APA emerged as a compromise. For example, notice and

---

29 Shepherd, supra note 28, at 1560.
30 See id. at 1570. The American Bar Association established a Special Committee on Administrative Law in May 1933 that focused on procedure to control President Roosevelt’s New Deal programs. Id. at 1569–71; see also Joanna Grisinger, *Law in Action: The Attorney General’s Committee on Administrative Procedure*, 20 J. POLY HIST. 379, 384–85 (2008).
33 See Shepherd, supra note 28, at 1628.
34 Verkuil et al., supra note 32, at 512, 515.
35 Shepherd, supra note 28, at 1632.
36 Id. at 1632, 1641.
37 Id. at 1662–67.
comment rulemaking arrived as a concession between those who wanted full hearings for every rulemaking and those who did not.\textsuperscript{38} Much of the APA’s language is ambiguous due to an inability to reach consensus on every issue,\textsuperscript{39} and the fight over its interpretation began almost immediately.\textsuperscript{40} The APA was an acceptable compromise; neither side was thrilled.\textsuperscript{41} Federal agency power remained strong, but some restrictions were implemented.

The compromise inherent in the APA is evident in how it deals with questions of uniformity. The APA does provide some uniform principles and procedures, but the APA makes it easy for Congress to abandon the APA’s procedures and to promote variation among agencies instead. For adjudication, the APA only provides uniform, detailed procedures for formal adjudication.\textsuperscript{42} If Congress does not activate formal adjudication, agencies retain the flexibility to establish their own informal procedures, unless Congress supplies requirements through another statute.\textsuperscript{43} This treatment of uniformity was not just the result of political compromise, but also a practical realization that administrative agencies are diverse and that a one-size-fits-all approach is not always desirable.\textsuperscript{44}

Removal cases exemplify the APA’s high tolerance for nonuniform procedures. Congress has not triggered formal adjudication for immigration removal cases. Instead, Congress divorced removal adjudication from the APA soon after the APA’s creation. Through the INA, Congress provided substitute procedures for removal adjudication. The next Part discusses the adjudication system Congress created through the INA and how diversions from the INA system compound the lack of uniformity in immigration law.

II. COMPOUNDED NONUNIFORMITY IN IMMIGRATION LAW

A. Non-APA Removal Adjudication

1. Congress Removed Removal Adjudication from the APA

At the time of the APA’s enactment, removal cases were divided into two types of administrative hearings: deportation or exclusion. Deportation hearings were for those who had reached U.S. soil, and

\textsuperscript{38} Id. at 1650–51.
\textsuperscript{39} Id. at 1665.
\textsuperscript{40} Id. at 1662–66.
\textsuperscript{41} Id. at 1674.
\textsuperscript{43} See Shepherd, supra note 28, at 1651.
\textsuperscript{44} See Grisinger, supra note 30, at 405.
exclusion hearings were for those who were at the border applying for admission. \textsuperscript{45} After the enactment of the APA, the question arose whether the APA supplanted the existing removal procedures. Soon after the enactment of the APA, the Department of Justice published an influential manual to guide its implementation. \textsuperscript{46} Immigration law is only briefly mentioned in the manual and the manual does not opine thoroughly on the application of the APA to immigration law. \textsuperscript{47} The immigration agency itself considered whether the APA applied to removal cases and determined it did not. \textsuperscript{48} The immigration agency concluded that neither type of removal hearing was subject to the new APA.

The Supreme Court, however, held in 1950 that deportation hearings were subject to the formal adjudication procedures of the APA in \textit{Wong Yang Sung v. McGrath}. \textsuperscript{49} The agency proceedings in \textit{Wong Yang Sung} resulted in a deportation order. \textsuperscript{50} The deportation order was challenged because the agency proceedings were not conducted under the APA’s formal adjudication procedures. \textsuperscript{51} The government argued

\textsuperscript{45} T. Alexander Aleinikoff, David A. Martin, Hiroshi Motomura, Marvellen Fullerton & Juliet P. Stumpf, \textit{Immigration and Citizenship: Process and Policy} 895 (8th ed. 2016); Sidney B. Rawitz, \textit{From Wong Yang Sung to Black Robes}, 65 \textit{Interpreter Releases} 453, 454–55 (1988). At the time of the enactment of the APA, the agency adjudication of exclusion cases followed different procedures than the adjudication of deportation cases. \textit{Id.} For exclusion cases, immigrant inspectors referred applicants for admission to a Board of Special Inquiry assigned to the port of entry. \textit{Id.} at 455. These three-member boards further examined the applicant for entry. \textit{Id.} at 455–56. There was an agency appeal available to the INS Central Office, and then to the Board of Immigration Appeals. \textit{Id.} Deportation cases were heard by an immigrant inspector who presented the government’s case and adjudicated the outcome. \textit{Id.} at 454. In more complicated cases, an examining officer was assigned to present the government’s case. \textit{Id.} There was an agency appeal process that culminated in review by the Board of Immigration Appeals. \textit{Id.} at 456. The functions of prosecutor and judge were combined, and the immigrant inspectors also investigated cases (although not the cases they adjudicated). \textit{Id.} at 454–55.

\textsuperscript{46} U.S. DEP’T OF JUST., ATTORNEY GENERAL’S MANUAL ON THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT (1947).

\textsuperscript{47} There is a brief mention that habeas corpus review still will be used in immigration law. \textit{Id.} at 97.

\textsuperscript{48} In 1947, the INS expressed its opinion that entry and deportation proceedings were not subject to the new APA. Ugo Carusi, \textit{The Federal Administrative Procedure Act and the Immigration and Naturalization Service}, in \textit{The Federal Administrative Procedure Act and the Administrative Agencies: Proceedings of an Institute Conducted by the New York University School of Law on February 1–8, 1947}, at 278, 278, 291, 297 (George Warren ed., 1947).

\textsuperscript{49} Wong Yang Sung v. McGrath, 339 U.S. 33, 53 (1950). The Immigration Act of 1917 was the governing immigration statute at the time, and judicial review of deportation decisions occurred through habeas corpus proceedings. \textit{Id.} at 48; Rawitz, \textit{supra} note 45, at 453–54.

\textsuperscript{50} \textit{Wong Yang Sung}, 339 U.S. at 35.

\textsuperscript{51} \textit{Id.}
that the APA’s formal adjudication provisions did not apply to deportation adjudication.\textsuperscript{52}

In *Wong Yang Sung*, the Supreme Court explained that concern about the combination of functions within agencies—the idea that one person would investigate, prosecute, and adjudicate—was a major concern addressed through the APA’s formal adjudication provisions.\textsuperscript{53} At the time, the immigration agencies employed inspectors who investigated and adjudicated deportation cases.\textsuperscript{54} The same inspector would not investigate and decide in the same case, but the position required investigation and adjudication.\textsuperscript{55} Inspector X would adjudicate cases investigated by Inspector Y, and Inspector Y would adjudicate the cases investigated by Inspector X.\textsuperscript{56} Also, an inspecting officer, when acting as an adjudicator, usually presented the case for removal and adjudicated it.\textsuperscript{57} The Supreme Court held that this adjudication framework violated the APA. The Court explained:

[T]hat the safeguards [the APA] did set up were intended to ameliorate the evils from the commingling of functions as exemplified here is beyond doubt. And this commingling, if objectionable anywhere, would seem to be particularly so in the deportation proceeding, where we frequently meet with a votoless class of litigants who not only lack the influence of citizens, but who are strangers to the laws and customs in which they find themselves involved and who often do not even understand the tongue in which they are accused.\textsuperscript{58}

The Court held that Congress did not exempt immigration adjudication from the formal adjudication requirements of the APA.\textsuperscript{59} It also held that allowing the position of immigration inspector to investigate and adjudicate violated those requirements, even if one inspector did not investigate and adjudicate the same case.\textsuperscript{60}

Six months after the Supreme Court’s decision, Congress passed an appropriations bill that included a provision exempting

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{52} Id. at 36.
\item \textsuperscript{53} Id. at 38, 41–45.
\item \textsuperscript{54} Id. at 45–46.
\item \textsuperscript{55} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{56} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{57} Rawitz, *supra* note 45, at 454–55.
\item \textsuperscript{58} *Wong Yang Sung*, 339 U.S. at 46.
\item \textsuperscript{59} Id. at 53.
\item \textsuperscript{60} Id. The Court concluded that the APA’s formal adjudication provisions governed deportation hearings because deportation hearings were “required by statute” under the APA even though deportation hearings were not, in fact, required by statute but rather were required by the Court’s interpretation of the Constitution. *Id.* at 50–51 (quoting Administrative Procedure Act, ch. 324, § 5, 60 Stat. 237, 239–40 (1946)).
\end{itemize}
deportation and exclusion cases from the APA. The Immigration and Naturalization Service requested from Congress almost $4 million for 1951 (about $46 million in 2022 dollars) to comply with the Supreme Court’s opinion in *Wong Yang Sung*. Instead of appropriating the funds, Congress exempted deportation and exclusion cases from the APA.

In 1952, Congress passed a new comprehensive immigration law, the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). In *Marcello v. Bonds*, the Court held that Congress continued to displace the APA with respect to deportation procedures through the 1952 INA. Marcello argued that the congressional design of a deportation proceeding overseen by a “special inquiry officer” who was supervised by those engaged in investigation and prosecution violated the APA. The Court held that Congress, through the INA, expressly set up a parallel system for immigration hearings and that Congress meant for the system to be exempted from the APA. Congress’s 1952 immigration adjudication system did not require a separation of prosecutorial and adjudicatory functions within the agency (as the APA’s formal adjudication rules would have required, as discussed in *Wong Yang Sung*). Additionally, the Court held that because the Constitution did not require separation of functions in immigration law, the congressional desire for no separation of functions would stand.

While the Supreme Court held that Congress did express a clear intent to create parallel, non-APA deportation procedures through the 1952 INA, in 1955, the Supreme Court held that Congress did not

---

61 Supplemental Appropriation Act of 1951, ch. 1052, 64 Stat. 1044, 1048; Rawitz, supra note 45, at 456.
66 See id. at 305.
67 Id. at 308–10.
68 Id. at 305; see *Wong Yang Sung v. McGrath*, 339 U.S. 33, 46 (1950).
69 *Marcello*, 349 U.S. at 311.
expressly remove deportation proceedings from the APA’s *judicial review* provisions. In *Shaughnessy v. Pedreiro*, the Court held that Congress did not expressly exempt immigration deportation hearings from the judicial review provisions of the APA with the language of the INA.\(^{70}\) Given the APA’s goal of increasing judicial review, the Court held that Congress would need to use explicit language to preempt the APA’s judicial review scheme and to provide other instructions.\(^{71}\)

In 1961, Congress enacted legislation that provided the clearer statement the Court sought in *Shaughnessy v. Pedreiro*. Congress expressed its clear intent to move judicial review of both deportation and exclusion proceedings out from under the APA and into a scheme supplied by the organic statute.\(^{72}\) The 1961 statute was intended to pull back on the possibilities for judicial review opened up by the Supreme Court’s recognition of judicial review under the APA.\(^{73}\) For example, the 1961 statute eliminated the role of the federal district courts in reviewing deportation orders.\(^{74}\) Congress directed all those seeking judicial review of a deportation order to file a petition for review directly with a U.S. Court of Appeals.\(^{75}\) Also, the 1961 legislation added a six-month time limit on when judicial review could be sought and a requirement to exhaust administrative remedies.\(^{76}\)

Congress next enacted major changes and restrictions on judicial review in 1996.\(^{77}\) In 1996, Congress tightened its non-APA statutory

---

70 Shaughnessy v. Pedreiro, 349 U.S. 48 (1955). In the 1952 act, Congress stated that agency deportation orders are “final.” The Court held that the “final” language was ambiguous. *Id.* at 51. The Court said that it would be “more in harmony with the generous review provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act to construe the ambiguous word ‘final’ in the 1952 Immigration Act as referring to finality in administrative procedure rather than as cutting off the right of judicial review in whole or in part.” *Id.* The Court reached the same conclusion as to exclusion hearings in 1956. Brownell v. Tom We Shung, 352 U.S. 180, 181 (1956).

71 *Shaughnessy*, 349 U.S. at 51.


73 ALEINIKOFF ET AL., supra note 45, at 1029; § 5(a), 75 Stat. at 651; H.R. REP. NO. 87-1086, at 22 (1961) (“The purpose of section 5 is to create a single, separate, statutory form of judicial review of administrative orders for the deportation and exclusion of aliens from the United States, by adding a new section 106 to the Immigration and Nationality Act.”).

74 ALEINIKOFF ET AL., supra note 45, at 1029. Habeas corpus review remained available for exclusion orders. *Id.*

75 See § 5(a), 75 Stat. at 651–53.

76 *Id.*

77 In 1988, Congress shortened the time limit for filing a petition for review from six months to sixty days for those whose removal orders were based on an aggravated felony conviction. Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988, Pub. L. No. 100-690, § 7347(b), 102 Stat. 4181, 4472. This time limit was shortened to thirty days in 1990. Immigration Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-649, § 502(a), 104 Stat. 4978, 5048. There were other restrictions aimed at individuals with aggravated felony convictions enacted before 1996, but 1996 marked the next
regime by narrowing the ability of the courts of appeals to review both deportation and exclusion decisions. Congress enacted restrictions that affect the timing and form of challenges, as well as restrictions on review based on the substance of the case. The substantive restrictions include provisions that eliminate review over many executive discretionary decisions in removal cases and that limit review for those whose removal orders are based on the commission of a variety of criminal acts.

Additionally in 1996, Congress stopped providing for two tracks of hearings at the agency level (exclusion and deportation) and instead created one removal hearing that could be based on a charge of either deportability or removability. The procedure for the singular hearing type continued to be supplied by the INA.

The post-APA litigation of the 1950s and 1960s, and the congressional reaction to it, established that both agency adjudication of removal and judicial review of removal agency adjudication would be governed by an organic statute, the Immigration and Nationality Act, and not the APA. The next subsection explains the substitute scheme.

2. Removal Adjudication Under the INA

Congress now supplies one type of administrative hearing no matter if the removal charge is based on inadmissibility or deportability. Congress has divided the work of removal adjudication among two federal agencies: the Department of Justice and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). This division of labor has separated some functions within the executive branch, but these functions are still combined within the executive branch.

The Department of Justice, through its Executive Office for Immigration Review, runs the immigration courts. Attorney employees of the Department of Justice called immigration judges conduct hearings


Id. § 306, 110 Stat. at 3009-607 to 3009-608 (codified as amended at 8 U.S.C. § 1252(a)(2)).

Id.


The inadmissibility grounds apply when a person is seeking legal entry and the deportability grounds apply after a person is admitted. See supra note 81 and accompanying text.

to determine whether an individual is removable from the United States.\textsuperscript{84} At these hearings, individuals appear either in person or virtually before an immigration judge.\textsuperscript{85} There is live questioning of witnesses, including by the immigration judge.\textsuperscript{86} Through an administrative appeals process, members of the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA), also a part of the Department of Justice, review the work of immigration judges.\textsuperscript{87} The BIA’s work is mostly paper based; oral argument is extremely rare.\textsuperscript{88} The Attorney General has agency head review over the system through the power to certify any matter to himself for decision.\textsuperscript{89} The federal courts of appeals have only limited judicial review over the agency adjudication system via the bespoke judicial review system Congress created.\textsuperscript{90}

DHS plays two important roles in the removal adjudication system. First, DHS is the agency that initiates removal proceedings. DHS holds the discretion to decide when an individual will be charged with removal and what removal charges to file.\textsuperscript{91} DHS thus holds great power in terms of prosecutorial discretion as it is the gatekeeper for the stream of individuals who need to appear in immigration court. Second, the attorneys who appear in immigration court on behalf of the government work for DHS.\textsuperscript{92} These attorneys work for Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), which is a part of DHS.\textsuperscript{93} ICE attorneys prosecute the charges of removal initiated by their agency.\textsuperscript{94} During removal proceedings, these attorneys wield the discretion to decide whether to continue to pursue removal and whether the agency believes that the individual is entitled to any relief from removal.

The individuals subject to a charge of removability, the respondents, may be represented during a removal hearing.\textsuperscript{95} However, there is no statutory right to government-funded counsel. Also, the Supreme Court has held that an alien has no constitutional right to appointed counsel in removal proceedings.\textsuperscript{96}

\textsuperscript{87} Family, supra note 84, at 599.
\textsuperscript{89} 8 C.F.R. § 1003.1(h)(1) (2022).
\textsuperscript{93} Id.
\textsuperscript{94} \textit{Ser. id.}
Court has not recognized a constitutional right to government-funded counsel in removal proceedings.

This adjudication system is severely troubled. It fails to satisfy the basic requirements of administrative process design of efficiency, acceptability (fairness) and accuracy. First, the system is extremely inefficient. The current backlog of cases in immigration court is over two million. The average time to complete a case is 775 days. The backlog has grown from under 200,000 cases in Fiscal Year 2008 to over 500,000 in Fiscal Year 2016 to crossing one million in Fiscal Year 2019. Since Fiscal Year 2019, the backlog has doubled.

Second, the system is not fair. The lack of government-funded counsel and the system’s reliance on detention in remote locations contribute to a system that undermines fairness. One study concluded that only thirty-seven percent of individuals in removal proceedings are represented. The lack of a lawyer affects a noncitizen’s ability to succeed in immigration court. Representation means “dramatically more successful case outcomes” for noncitizens. Detention also affects fairness. The INA mandates the detention of many immigrants as a part of removal adjudication. As Anil Kalhan has described, “[f]or many noncitizens, detention now represents a deprivation as severe as removal itself.” Immigration detention includes the confinement of children and families. As of September 25, 2022, ICE was holding over 25,000 individuals. Sixty-six percent of these detainees had no criminal record, yet even those with no criminal record are held in conditions that do not meaningfully differ from those of convicted

99 Immigration Court Backlog Tool, supra note 97.
100 Id.
102 Id. at 57.
104 Anil Kalhan, Rethinking Immigration Detention, 110 COLUM. L. REV. SIDEBAR 42, 43 (2010).
106 ICE Detainees, TRACIMMIGRATION https://trac.syr.edu/immigration/detentionstats/pop_agen_table.html [https://perma.cc/2C0C-VXY8].
criminals.\textsuperscript{107} This civil detention equates to criminal imprisonment without the procedural protections of the criminal justice system. Also, detention makes it more difficult for individuals to obtain legal representation.

Another fairness concern arises from the lack of adequate decisional independence for both immigration judges and BIA members. Immigration judges and BIA members lack the job protections of Administrative Law Judges.\textsuperscript{108} The members of the BIA and immigration judges are attorney employees of the Department of Justice.\textsuperscript{109} Immigration adjudicators must decide cases worried about what the Attorney General, the country’s top law enforcement official, thinks of their decision-making record.\textsuperscript{110} Additionally, the Attorney General has the power to certify removal cases to himself if he does not like the work product of the immigration adjudication system. Therefore, even if independent decisionmaking occurs, the Attorney General may easily overrule it.

The system is also inconsistent. The outcome in an individual case not only depends on whether the noncitizen can afford counsel, but also depends on which immigration judge is assigned to preside over the removal hearing. There are wide disparities in asylum grant rates, for example, from immigration judge to immigration judge.\textsuperscript{111} Implicit bias plays a role as well.\textsuperscript{112}

The flexibility of the APA allows Congress to develop custom processes to improve agency adjudication at the expense of uniformity. In removal adjudication, however, improvement is elusive. As the next Section shows, as troubled as the immigration court system is, it disguises a network of agency adjudication that takes place without even


\textsuperscript{109} Id. at 1028.

\textsuperscript{110} Id. at 1029–30. The Trump Administration imposed case completion quotas, took away docket management tools, and removed at least one immigration judge from a case to signal its lack of emphasis on accurate decisionmaking. Id. at 1040, 1042–43.


the procedural protections of the INA’s immigration court system. By considering those diversions, a true sense of the lack of uniformity in removal adjudication emerges.

B. Diversions from Removal Adjudication Procedures

Most removal adjudication does not take place in immigration court. Through various diversions, opportunities for a hearing before an immigration judge are limited for those facing removal. Some of the diversions are based in the INA. Expedited removal, waivers of a hearing, and the loss of a right to a hearing due to criminal history are all based in the INA. Other diversions come from the executive branch. Through metering systems, public health justifications, and programs that force applicants to wait in Mexico for a hearing, the executive branch effectively eliminates immigration judge hearings.

Congress created the expedited removal program to divert foreign nationals from immigration court. In fiscal year 2019, forty-six percent of all removals were expedited removals. The expedited removal program provides less process than the immigration court system. It gives unreviewable power to the executive agency to allow removal decisions by low level agency officers. Judicial review is extremely limited to only the basic question of whether the individual is a foreign national. The Supreme Court has determined the lack of judicial review of the expedited removal system is constitutional. It does not violate the Habeas Corpus or Due Process Clauses.

Under expedited removal, those arriving at a United States border who the border officer believes to be inadmissible under the misrepresentation or lack of proper documentation grounds of admissibility shall be removed summarily without any hearing. An individual removed from the United States under expedited removal is barred from entering the United States for five years. The decision of the frontline border officer stands, with only supervisory review by a superior border patrol officer. Through expedited removal, the separation

114 Family, supra note 84 at 597–98; 609–32.
119 Id. § 1182(a)(9)(A)(i).
120 8 C.F.R. § 253.3(b)(7) (2022).
of functions between the Department of Justice and the Department of Homeland Security is abandoned, and decision-making authority is granted to a low-level officer.

The command to expedite removal of arriving foreign nationals expands beyond ports of entry. Congress has delegated discretion to apply expedited removal in the interior.\(^{121}\) The Trump administration expanded the use of expedited removal to the fullest extent allowed under the INA, applying it to all foreign nationals who had not been admitted and who had been in the United States for less than two years.\(^{122}\) The Biden administration pulled back the use of expedited removal to its posture before the Trump administration.\(^{123}\) Now, foreign nationals who are apprehended within fourteen days of entry and within a hundred miles of a U.S. border are subject to expedited removal.\(^{124}\)

Even those applying for asylum are affected. Those who express at the border an intention to apply for asylum or a fear of persecution are referred to a “credible fear” interview before an asylum officer.\(^{125}\) If the foreign national passes this “credible fear” interview, he or she is detained pending a hearing before an immigration judge.\(^{126}\) If the foreign national fails this “credible fear” interview, he or she is removed without further hearing.\(^{127}\) There is an opportunity for an immigration judge to review the results of the “credible fear” test, but there is very limited judicial review.\(^{128}\) Therefore, for those deemed to be inadmissible under the misrepresentation or improper-documentation grounds, the only path toward immigration-judge adjudication lies with an asylum claim, and even that access is limited. Additionally, the Biden administration is in the process of reforming the executive branch’s processing of asylum claims. With the goal of making the asylum process more efficient, the administration is seeking to give asylum officers, as opposed to immigration judges, more power to decide asylum claims that arise from a positive “credible fear” finding.\(^{129}\) This


\(^{122}\) HILLEL R. SMITH, CONG. RSCH. SERV., IF11357, EXPEDITED REMOVAL OF ALIENS: AN INTRODUCTION (2022).


\(^{124}\) See id. at 16,022.


\(^{126}\) See id. § 1225(b)(2)(A)(ii).

\(^{127}\) See id. § 1225(b)(1)(B)(iii)(I).


may be an improvement, but it is another example of a divergence from the immigration court “norm” in the INA.

Individuals waive rights to a hearing before an immigration judge both explicitly and implicitly. An example of an explicit waiver is a waiver extracted in exchange for access to the Visa Waiver Program. To obtain the benefit of travelling to the United States without first having to obtain a visa from a U.S. consulate abroad, the Visa Waiver Program demands a waiver of rights to adjudication in return. The INA requires the individual to waive “any right” to review of the border officer’s determination as to whether the individual is admissible into the United States, unless the person is applying for asylum. Through the Visa Waiver Program, nationals of certain countries are allowed to skip the step of applying for a formal visa, but these individuals are not immune to removal at the border. The encountering border officer makes the ultimate decision whether to admit the individual. Under the Visa Waiver Program, anyone who uses the program agrees in advance to waive the right to challenge the border officer’s determination, unless the person is applying for asylum. In fiscal year 2019, almost 23,000,000 admissions took place under the Visa Waiver Program. That equates to 23,000,000 waivers of rights to immigration court adjudication.

One implicit waiver comes from the INA’s grant of authority to the Department of Homeland Security to allow an applicant for admission to withdraw their application. During fiscal year 2019, there were over 50,000 withdrawals. If it does not appear that the individual will be allowed to legally enter, the border officer has the discretion to allow the applicant to withdraw their application. There are strong incentives to withdraw rather than risk detention and/or a bar from

131 8 U.S.C. § 1187(b), (g) (2018); see also 8 C.F.R. § 217.4(a)(1) (2022) (“Such refusal and removal shall be made at the level of the port director or officer-in-charge, or an officer acting in that capacity, and shall be effected without referral of the alien to an immigration judge for further inquiry, examination, or hearing, except that an alien who presents himself or herself as an applicant for admission under section 217 of the Act and applies for asylum in the United States must be issued a Form I-863, Notice of Referral to Immigration Judge, for a proceeding in accordance with 8 CFR 208.2(c)(1) and (c)(2).”).
132 OFF. OF IMMIGR. STAT., U.S. DEP’T OF HOMELAND SEC., 2019 YEARBOOK OF IMMIGRATION STATISTICS 65–66 tbl.25 (2020). Admissions do not equal the number of people using the Visa Waiver Program, as an individual may be admitted more than once in a year under the program.
133 See 8 U.S.C. § 1225(a)(4); see also 8 C.F.R. § 235.4 (2022) (providing discretion to the government to allow withdrawal of an application instead of removal proceedings).
134 GUO, supra note 115, at 12 tbl.9.
returning to the United States if formally removed. Withdrawing, however, waives access to immigration-court adjudication. If the government encourages those with potentially valid claims to admission to withdraw, then the withdrawal incentive would be used to discourage the exercise of a right to immigration court adjudication. The government has flexed this type of pressure before.135

For some foreign nationals, their criminal history affects their rights to a hearing in immigration court. The conviction of certain crimes can render a person subject to administrative removal, which avoids a hearing before an immigration judge. If a person is not a lawful permanent resident (green-card holder), and the person is convicted of an aggravated felony as defined by the immigration statute, then the person is subject to administrative removal.136 Administrative removal is a form-based, written process.137 There is no live hearing; instead, a low-level officer determines whether removal is appropriate.138 The term “aggravated felony” in immigration law is at times a misnomer since a crime need not be aggravated or a felony to classify as an “aggravated felony.”139 Individuals subject to administrative removal are permitted to seek judicial review.140

For others, an encounter with the criminal justice system may involve the waiver of rights to removal adjudication. Under 8 U.S.C. § 1228(c)(5), an order of removal can be an appropriate term of a criminal plea bargain.141 The statute grants to the government the authority to “enter into a plea agreement which calls for the alien, who is deportable . . . , to waive the right to notice and a hearing . . . and stipulate to the entry of a judicial order of removal from the United States as a condition of the plea agreement.”142 In this criminal plea context, foreign nationals are abdicating rights to participate in immigration court.

Reinstatement of removal is another process that avoids immigration court. The INA allows for the summary removal of individuals with prior removal orders who return to the United States without

138 See id.
140 8 U.S.C. § 1228(b) (3).
141 Id. § 1228(c) (5).
142 Id.
permission.\textsuperscript{143} DHS issues reinstatement orders after a reinstatement proceeding. During the proceeding, a DHS officer determines whether there is a prior removal order, whether the individual entered unlawfully, and whether any exceptions apply.\textsuperscript{144} There is judicial review over a reinstatement order.\textsuperscript{145}

The Trump administration developed even more methods of diverting individuals from immigration court within the executive branch.\textsuperscript{146} The Trump administration implemented a metering system at the U.S.-Mexico border.\textsuperscript{147} This policy artificially limited the number of asylum applicants who could approach the border per day.\textsuperscript{148} This policy blocked access to immigration court because approaching the border is the first step toward immigration court. The Biden administration ended this policy.\textsuperscript{149} The Trump administration also implemented the “Remain in Mexico” program, which forced asylum applicants, after they finally were able to approach the border, to wait in Mexico for a hearing before an immigration judge.\textsuperscript{150} About 70,000 individuals were forced to remain in Mexico before the Biden administration attempted to end the program.\textsuperscript{151} The dangerous conditions in Mexico discouraged some from pursuing their claims, thus depressing access to immigration court.\textsuperscript{152} The Biden administration eventually ended Remain in Mexico after court challenges to its efforts to end it.\textsuperscript{153} Additionally, after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020, the Trump administration invoked an additional reason to close the border to asylum seekers—public health.\textsuperscript{154} President Biden attempted to end this policy in April 2022, but his efforts to end the policy are subject to litigation.\textsuperscript{155} Almost 2,000,000 expulsions under this
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public health policy had been carried out by May 2022.\textsuperscript{156} All of these policies ration access to the immigration court system, and the decisions how to ration access were made in the executive branch and implemented by frontline border officers.

All these diversions have rationed access to the immigration court system for millions. Expedited removal made up 46\% of all removals, while reinstatement of removal made up 39\% in fiscal year 2019.\textsuperscript{157} Of the remaining 15\% of removals, some of those are administrative removals.\textsuperscript{158} The metering policy means that some who would have accessed an immigration court hearing were at least delayed in accessing it. The public health bar also leads to artificially limited access to immigration court. At best, less than 15\% of removals occur after a hearing before an immigration judge. These diversions vastly outnumber immigration court adjudications. Therefore, these diversions deserve significant attention. Part of that attention is an understanding how the APA has allowed these diversions to develop.

III. APA NONUNIFORMITY AND IMMIGRATION REMOVAL ADJUDICATION

It is understandable that Congress baked flexibility into the APA. Even in the first half of the twentieth century, there was great variety in federal agencies and their tasks. The APA has been described as the result of canonizing the best practices of various agencies at the time.\textsuperscript{159} It makes sense that one agency’s best practice might not be the best fit for every other agency.\textsuperscript{160}

The lax approach to centralized, uniform adjudication procedures, however, doomed the removal adjudication system. Congress jumped on its ability to quarantine immigration removal adjudication from the APA. Congressional action following the APA made clear that Congress wanted to supply its own standards for removal adjudication.\textsuperscript{161} The flexibility of the APA made it easy for Congress to do this, and the lack of any uniform standards in the APA for informal adjudication left little guidance for Congress in crafting the standards for removal adjudication. The absence of preferred informal
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adjudication practices in the APA made it easy for Congress to implement whatever it wanted in removal adjudication. The APA does not provide a comparison; this absence makes it harder to argue that the custom standards are abnormal.\textsuperscript{162}

In the absence of robust APA-based standards for informal adjudication, Congress created the immigration court system. Immigration court adjudication, warts and all, is not the true representation of removal adjudication. The true representation of removal adjudication is a procedure that does not take place in immigration court and is not subject to even the limited protections that the immigration court system provides. The APA, therefore, has allowed removal adjudication to develop into a seriously disturbing process. This failure of the APA is even more concerning because the Constitution provides little, if any, centralized principles. That leaves a scenario where Congress is mostly left to its own devices. There is no centralized statutory guidance based in generalized administrative law principles and the Constitution demands little.

The effectiveness of administrative law in immigration law is especially important because immigrants often are denied constitutional protections, both procedural and substantive.\textsuperscript{163} Congress’s chosen procedures for removal adjudication \textit{are} subject to the Due Process Clause for those who have effected an entry into the United States, but those procedures \textit{are not} subject to the Due Process Clause for those at the border seeking entry or for those apprehended close to the border.\textsuperscript{164} For all immigrants, the substance of immigration policy is mostly beyond constitutional challenge. The political branches have plenary power to determine the substance of immigration policy.\textsuperscript{165} The exercise of this plenary power is at best subject to a search for a
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facially legitimate reason, even if other, illegitimate reasons are present.\textsuperscript{166}

The lack of procedural due process protection for some immigrants gives Congress extremely wide latitude in fashioning bespoke procedures for removal adjudication. Expedited removal is one example. Unless individuals express a fear of returning home, the only process provided occurs within the executive branch, carried out by frontline border officers with supervisory review only.\textsuperscript{167} For these Constitution-free procedural zones, neither the APA nor the Constitution is a limiting force. The APA is not a limiting force because the APA does not insist on any uniform principles, nor does it supply any robust model informal adjudication procedures that might persuade Congress to adopt more robust procedures for removal adjudication.

When procedural due process protection does apply (for example, for those individuals in a removal proceeding based on a charge of deportability), the strength of the constitutional protection is dependent on a court’s balancing of the government’s interests, the individual’s interests, and the risk of an error if the government’s chosen procedures are followed.\textsuperscript{168} The APA does not provide any subconstitutional uniform standards. Also, even when the Due Process Clause does apply to cabin Congress’s procedural choices, the weak constitutional review of immigration policy choices still detrimentally affects removal adjudication. Immigrants in removal proceedings only may make weak constitutional challenges against the substance of the policy that led them into removal proceedings in the first place. Even when an immigrant gets a hearing in immigration court, there is little opportunity to constitutionally challenge the policy choice that makes the individual removable.

The APA does not counteract this substantive constitutional void, either. Here is a moment in removal adjudication when a uniform, APA-based administrative law doctrine does apply. The APA prohibits arbitrary and capricious government action.\textsuperscript{169} This prohibition does apply to an agency’s implementation of Congress’ removal grounds.\textsuperscript{170} That challenge, however, focuses on the way the agency thought about
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a problem rather than the merits of the actual policy.\textsuperscript{171} This means that even if the executive branch’s interpretation of immigration law is subject to arbitrary and capricious review, that review is limited to errors in how the agency approached the problem. The agency may be free to adopt the exact same policy using a more careful, or perhaps more calculated, rationale.\textsuperscript{172}

In this constitutional void, Congress could choose to create statutes that demand more of removal adjudication. For example, Congress could create an Article I Immigration Court to inject more decisional independence and to diminish political control over removal adjudication.\textsuperscript{173} Also, Congress could eliminate its own diversions from immigration court and could prohibit the executive branch practices that have led to additional diversions. Instead, Congress has viewed the lack of a demand from the APA as an opportunity to provide little process and to shrug its shoulders at the constitutional void. Thus far, the dysfunctionality of removal adjudication has not motivated Congress to act. There is nothing in the APA that incentivizes or forces Congress to fix the system, let alone to depart upward to provide greater rights.

The immigration court system itself is problematic, but the diversions make the whole endeavor even worse. Congress has created an alternative statutory adjudication system as sanctioned under the APA. That system is severely troubled by unimaginable backlogs, a lack of decisional independence, a lack of consistency in decisionmaking, an


\textsuperscript{172} Dep’t of Homeland Sec. v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 140 S. Ct. 1891, 1916 (2020) (explaining that arbitrary and capricious review does not address the wisdom of policy but rather whether the agency has provided a “reasoned explanation” for the policy).

unjust system of detention, and insufficient legal representation. As problematic as the immigration court system is, perhaps its worst feature is that it deflects attention from the diversions. The immigration court system detracts attention from adjudication that operates with even fewer guardrails for fairness.

The diversions mean that the lack of uniformity in immigration removal adjudication is compounded. Immigration court is governed by bespoke statutory procedures, as allowed by the APA. Most removal adjudication, it turns out, does not take place through those statutory bespoke procedures, but rather through diversions from that system. Some of those diversions come from the statute itself. Some come from executive branch policies. Either way, immigrants in removal proceedings find themselves far from the idea of uniform procedures of administrative law. Perhaps most importantly, immigrants find themselves in an extremely flawed system, no matter if they can access a hearing in immigration court or are subject to a diversion.

IV. Does Uniformity Matter?

The APA allowed the phenomenon of compounded nonuniformity in immigration removal adjudication to take root. While the APA’s flexibility is understandable both in terms of political compromise and in terms of practicality, this feature has allowed Congress to design the current dysfunctional removal adjudication system. The APA did not provide sufficient guardrails or norms for Congress to follow in crafting removal adjudication. This is surprising, given that a major role attributed to the APA is its ability to craft quasi-constitutional, uniform norms for agency behavior.174

This APA failure, however, also is not surprising, given that the APA was not designed to address the kind of regulation that immigration law embodies. The APA was the product of concern about economic regulation. It was not designed to address government power in the context of the regulation of people. The APA is focused on other things and was never designed to address immigration law. Therefore, even if the APA contained uniform rules for informal adjudication, it is questionable whether those rules would have adequately addressed the needs of immigration adjudication. Even the APA’s formal adjudication requirements would not be enough for immigration law.175 Additionally, even if the APA contained uniform standards for informal adjudication, Congress still would be able to create a parallel

175 Family, supra note 10.
regime for removal adjudication. The APA is, after all, just a statute, even if we think of it as something more.

The APA’s loose approach to uniformity in adjudication does affect administrative law’s potential as a source of constitutional-like protections for individuals in removal proceedings. The APA is not performing a constitutional-like force in informal adjudication, including in removal adjudication. Professor Bremer argues that the lack of uniformity in informal adjudication leads to a poorer system which allows Congress to deemphasize broader procedural values in favor of substantive policy goals. The lack of uniform APA-based procedures also prevents a clear understanding of what regulated parties should expect out of informal adjudication. Without a default norm, Congress has more space to implement procedural practices that may seem objectionable if compared to a uniform standard. The lack of a uniform standard clouds the atmosphere, leaves us without a norm against which to judge congressional choices, and prevents the development of durable norms.

If the APA contained stronger, uniform rules for informal adjudication, however, it may have improved the trajectory of removal adjudication in that it would have set a transparent standard for what informal adjudication should look like. Perhaps the diversions would seem even more shocking if there were stricter norms contained in the APA. On the other hand, it is questionable whether more robust uniform APA informal adjudication procedures would be adequate to meet the needs of immigration regulation. The chances may be low that more robust APA informal adjudication procedures would demand the level of independent adjudication that immigration law needs, would be able to integrate concerns about detention, or would guarantee a right to government funded counsel.

Another alternative reality would have had the APA swap its default from informal adjudication to formal. Under that regime, the APA’s formal adjudication principles would be the default and Congress would have had to expressly exempt to allow informal adjudication. This would have set a higher bar for what is expected of all agencies when adjudicating. Congress always could have diverged from that standard, but perhaps the higher starting point would have influenced those organic statutes, or at least made departures more transparent. The APA’s formal adjudication procedures would improve removal adjudication but would not solve all of its problems. There is still agency head review in formal adjudication. While an Administrative Law
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Judge presides over a formal administrative hearing,\(^{180}\) they are still employed by the agency (albeit with more job protections). Additionally, the future independence of administrative law judges is now in doubt.\(^{181}\)

It could be that a lack of uniformity in the APA did not affect the trajectory of removal adjudication. Even if the APA would have required more uniform procedures, it is possible that Congress always would have established problematic procedures for immigrants. Immigrants themselves lack direct political agency due to their inability to vote, and sometimes also lack political influence. Also, the lack of constitutional protections exists independently of the APA and may be the true influence on Congress’ design choices, including the implementation of the diversions.

Uniformity does matter in that the APA is missing important adjudication norms. The absence of norms may have worked to removal adjudication’s detriment. The APA was not designed to address immigration regulation, however, and therefore even if it contained uniform standards for adjudication, those standards probably would not have been designed with immigration regulation in mind. Congress’s rush to exempt removal adjudication from the APA shows that Congress has wanted to apply different controls to removal adjudication since the beginning of the APA. Those separate controls possibly would have been influenced by the existence of APA-based informal adjudication norms, but we will never know. What we do know is that the APA has failed to demand a functional immigration removal adjudication system. The lack of uniformity in the APA allowed Congress to establish a separate regime for removal adjudication. The APA’s weak sphere of influence also allowed Congress to create disconcerting diversions from its separate regime.

**CONCLUSION**

Congress has created customized procedures for removal adjudication, as sanctioned by the APA. The APA allowed Congress to opt out of the APA’s formal adjudication procedures and instead to supply procedures through the Immigration and Nationality Act. It turns out that the INA’s immigration court procedures, however, apply only to a small minority of removal cases. Instead, most removal cases are subject to diversions from immigration court. Most removal cases are an opt out of the opt out.

Congress’ bespoke system for removal adjudication is a failure when measured by administrative process design principles. The lack

\(^{180}\) See supra note 18 and accompanying text.

of uniformity in APA informal adjudication—the lack of an APA model of what informal adjudication should look like—has left us without a standard to judge Congress’ customized design. Also, the lack of uniformity means that the APA is not operating as a “super statute” in this context. This is magnified by weak or nonexistent constitutional protections. Removal adjudication mostly is left to congressional and executive prerogative. This is antithetical to the principles ascribed to the APA and represents the APA’s failure to improve this corner of administrative law.